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Introduction The HASH RUSH (HR) project aims to turn Cryptocurrency mining into a strategic web-game. Set in the futuristic Hermeian solar system, players build their own mining colony using RUSH COINS (RC) (ERC-20 standard token) to take part of the big rush that is cryptocurrency mining. All mining colonies are backed by real-time hash power. HR players compete in single and multiplayer missions for in-game bonuses that help them to maintain and develop a more profitable mining colony.
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Overview of the HASH RUSH Project HASH RUSH is the first next-generation hash-powered browser game where players can earn cryptocurrencies like Ethereum. The game is set in a fictional solar system where cryptocurrencies are the main source of income. The objective of the game is to manage your colony, advance into neighbouring territories and transform your little colony into the envy of the entire solar system. At the start of the game, the player gets to choose from 3 different factions, each with their own look, playing style and storyline. After choosing a faction, the player is given a planet in one of 3 sectors in the Hermeian solar system where he/she can start building a mining colony.
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Rush Coin Tokens



RUSH COIN(RC) is areanan Ethereum token. complies with Ethereum token. It It complies with and and extends ERC-20 - a de-facto standard. RC be willused be used to extends ERC-20 — a de-facto standard. RC will to begin begin the and game for in micro-transactions. game micro-transactions. the game forand in-game Using RC, RC players players can: can: build new facilities and upgrade them, them, expand their mining colonies and upgrade them, them, buy more units and upgrade them, them, participate in faction some faction and single missions, missions and single player missions, discover new minable cryptocurrencies, cryptocurrencies, speed up their in-game in game activities, and more… You can obtain RC by: by: participating exchanging, in faction goals or completing single player missions, participating in faction goals or completing single using the HR mining pool, missions, exchanging and characters with other players, mining with items Hash Rush mining pool, swapping between currencies in the popular exchanges, swap between holders participating in the pre-ICO and ICO 6



Beginning of the Game There will be a story story-driven, driven, lengthy tutorial segment where the player which teaches the player player gets used to the mechanics and teaches the player about about the dangers of leaving the game unsupervised the dangers of leaving the game unsupervised withdue theto random random natural disaster events. The will players get a starting natural disaster events. The players get will a starting mining mining facility and a settlement the miners in. At launch facility and a settlement for the for miners to live to in.live At launch there there be 3 roles main–roles — who Miners who mine the Crystals, Crypto Crystals, will bewill 3 main Miners mine the Crypto Mining Mining engineers who supervise theand miners sure they engineers who supervise the miners makeand suremake they work work efficiently, Explorers who ventureinto intounknown unknown territories efficiently, and and Explorers who venture around your base looking for Crypto Crystal sites and other vital vital resources. resources. Under the supervision of theofmining engineer, the miners can start Now under the supervision the mining engineer, the miners can working at theatmining station and start collecting Crypto Crystals. start working the mining station and start collecting Crypto The player then needs upgrade his/her his/her colony colony so thatsoit that can Crystals. The player thentoneeds to upgrade maintain more mining engineers and miners produce resourcit can maintain more mining engineers and and miners and produce es more efficiently. The player advised to explore colonize resources more efficiently. Theisplayer is advised to and explore and neighbouring territoriesterritories to avoid worker overcapacity. colonize neighbouring to avoid workers over capacity.



Game Modes and Events After finishing the tutorial and understanding how player can earn earn Cryptocurrencies, the the players players can would finish the tutorial andand then be Cryptocurrencies, freely explore the map build able colony. to freelyBut explore the map andbeware build their colony. But the their the player should of the futuristic diseases player should of the futuristic that plague that plague thebeware land. Stray too far fromdiseases your colony bordersthe andland. you Stray too far from your colony borders and you risk of losing your risk losing your explorer. explorer. All players get a randomly generated planet and can interact with All players a randomly can interact solar with each other. get Every faction hasgenerated their own planet sector and in the Hermeian each other. Every hasto their own sectorand in Hermeian system, so that theyfaction can learn work together gain eventsolar system, so that they work together win the bonuses. Players fromcan thelearn sametofaction can gain and benefits fromevent bonuses. Players from the samezones. faction can gain benefits from linking planets into joint transit linking planets into joint To maximise players’ realtransit profitzones. we will introduce an event bonus To maximise real profit we will introduce bonus system whereplayer’s for a period of time, each faction an willevent compete in a
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global competition. The winner of this competition will be the faction that has mined the most Crypto Crystals. The game is mainly focused on economic growth and securing the prosperity of colonies established by the player. There will be no player versus player combat to limit seasoned players and their chances to take over the colonies of new players. However, players’ settlements can be threatened by local predators that stalk your miners and natural phenomena like earthquakes, floods and firestorms caused by methane eruptions. Each faction will get their own set of natural disasters that they will need to prevent. By investing in proper constructions and reacting early to potential threats, players can limit the probability of such problems and reduce damage taken.



Look and Feel We want to allow players to experience a game as close to “real” as possible while still enjoying a unique style. The game will have colourful graphics, which will underline the unique character of the gameplay. The look of the game is grungy, edgy, and badass. Hash Rush is built in 3D isometric view, which is a typical view type used in RTS games. While this is great for a player’s experience, this kind of view is also enhances the general game performance as it simulates a 3D environment with use of 2D graphical assets. The game will have features like a mini-map and the fog of war. These features are typical for the RTS genre. They make the game fun and provide the player with a need to explore the world and find terrain with valuable sources of different cryptocurrencies.
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Monetization Player can begin the game on www.hashrush.com using RC. After the tutorial, the player will be awarded with his first Governor Building, Mine and a miner, so he/she can start exploring the Hermeian solar system without spending extra RC. The game will run on microtransactions in RC. What is important to note is that players can both spend and earn RC. This means that players will be able to recover the RC they spend during the game by finishing single player missions or participating in faction goals or special events. The rest of the spent RC will be used to allow the development team to create future content that will be free of charge. We believe that downloadable content often divides the players in two separate groups: those who purchase and receive a premium product and those who do not. By introducing new content free of charge, we avoid this phenomenon. In October 2017, we will introduce the “Galaxy” tax, which in the crypto mining world is usually known as a “pool” tax. This is a tax of 2% imposed on mining output “produced” by the mines. This tax moves a small amount of the mined cryptocurrency from the players to the mining engineer team. Which will be used to pay for utilities like electricity and keep on expanding the mining farm to allow new players to join the HR fun. The HR project will operate its own mining pool. The HR mining pool is not only for the players, but it can be used by outside miners too. Outside miners will use the HR pool because it is safe, and all the transactions will be transparent on the blockchain. In addition, if they choose to mine with us, they will be eligible for in-game bonuses, and they will earn RC.
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Earn Minable Cryptocurrencies



Crypto Currency Payout System



Because every mining colony in the game is backed by real-life hash power, you can only earn minable cryptocurrencies. In the beginning of the game, players can only mine ETH. However, by upgrading units, equipment, facilities, by finishing missions and by succeeding in goals, players can discover new minable cryptocurrencies like ETC, XMR, Zcash and so on.



All the minded crypto currencies are held in one smart contract.



Every 24h, all the minded cryptocurrencies are spread out to the each faction’s smart contract depending on their total hash power.
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The factions’ smart contracts, depending on the total hash power of the mining colonies, send the amount of cryptocurrencies that the players have mined once a week to their specified Crypto addresses.
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and transfer the percentage amount (looking at their hash power) to each factions smart contract. Then once a week from each factions, smart contract players get paid out the percentage amount they have earned this week to give back what they have provided in the game.



Game World and Rules The solar wassolar an unknown part an of the cosmos For aHermeian long time, thesystem Hermeian system was unknown part of until a massive Crypto CrystalCrypto cometCrystal crashedcomet into the sun. Ininto time, the cosmos, until a massive crashed the the absorbed theabsorbed crystal and flares flung pieces sun.sun In time, the sun thethrough crystal. solar The resulting solar flares of it back into of these the planets flung pieces ofspace. crystal Some back into space.pieces Somecrashed of theseon pieces crashed of system and were discovered by the life forms onthe theHermeian planets ofsolar the Hermeian solar system and were discovered by that inhabited them. the life forms that inhabited them. Soon factions arose in many of the of solar Soon,the thepowerful three powerful factions arose in sectors many sectors the solar system, each harnessing the power of the Crypto Crypto Crystals Crystals for for different reasons. So began the the rush rush to to mine minethe theCrypto CryptoCrystals Crystalsinin the Hermeian solar system.
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Factions The Ernacks Inhabiting the Cryptonian sector, this race of small cloaked creatures have lived in this sector for eons. After discovering the Crypto Crystals on their planet, they took quite the fancy in their satisfying glow and began to extract them in their mines. Not knowing much of their energy, they crafted the rough glowing Crystals into small light bulbs and made lanterns to light up their villages. One Ernack excelled from the rest and decided that his race was meant for something more than just mining crystals only for their glow. He decided to use sacred Ernack magic and journeyed to the sun. None have ventured out in space and returned to tell the tale. But travelling closer to the sun changed the small Ernack. His body started to glow, and he started to hear voices telling him about the secrets of the sun. While roaming around the sun for years, he studied ancient magic with the help of the voices in his head. The sun had chosen him from his race, so that they could be ready for a great challenge in the future. Having learned of the tasks ahead, the Traveler journeyed back to Cryptonia. While he was away, the Ernacks had forgotten about the one who decided to travel to the sun, and they continued to gaze upon the glow of the crystals. Suddenly, the Traveler returned. He was taller, wore a cloak and a bright light came out of his hood. After recounting all that he had learned in a long and tiring session, the Ernacks were finally ready to prove to the rest of the universe that they are a force to be reckoned with.
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The Space Pirates Living in the Rustarian sector, the Space pirates were not always pirates and scavengers. Once upon a time, Rustaria was one of the wealthiest sectors in the whole system. Traders came from all over the universe to trade with the people of Rustaria. Rick was once a miner in the jewel mines, and made a name for himself. He was known for his leadership skills, and the fact that he had a drill as a hand, since he had lost his hand in a rock slide. The age of wealth and prosperity in Rustaria did not last, because the massive solar flare almost completely destroyed their sector.The heat from the flare annihilated nearly everything. Those who survived hid underground and waited for the heat to stop. Rick, like many others, hoped that someone would come to rescue them, but no one came. Time passed, the heat subsided, and the people crawled out of their holes and witnessed that their beloved city was completely destroyed. After establishing a new settlement from the charred and rusty scraps, their beautiful cities became a distant memory, and the survivors now only squabbled over the leftovers. The people of Rustaria needed someone to rally behind. Rick Everrusty stepped forward, and became the leader of a group of scavengers. In time, he acquired many followers, which allowed him to re-create a strong and stable faction in the Rustarian sector of the Hermeian solar system. Being a former miner, Rick knew that the Crystals were valuable and could be traded for materials to rebuild a safe haven for him and his followers. As the size and strength of his army increased, so did their ambitions. By selling the Crystals on the black market, the pirates can create weapons and battleships to raid the trade routes of the Hermeian solar system. With your help, Rick Everrusty will become the scourge of the Hermeian solar system.
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The Highborn of Eldaria This graceful race of Highborn elves has lived in the Eldarian sector for eons and were once considered the oldest and wisest race in the entire universe. The radiation from the solar flare affected their planets ecosystem — the trees grew taller than ever and produced a glowing sap. The elves use this sap to bring light into their cities, which have been swallowed by the shadows of the trees. The Highborn elves live in massive castles with large spires that allows them to see past the dense forests that surround their cities. But being the oldest has taken its toll, for their race has reached the limits of their presumed immortality. In this time of uncertainty, the old sorceress Madame Violet found a temporary cure for their ageing. By using a forbidden magic that was banned by the elders, she found a way to create an elixir of life from the sap of the trees. After countless failed experiments on her fellow elves, she was arrested and sentenced to death. In her prison cell she took the last vial of the elixir, which she had hid in her necklace, and decided to experiment on herself. After drinking from the vial, Violet fell on the ground old and wrinkled. But she stood up looking young and beautiful. Guards who witnessed her beauty, something that had not been seen in ages, were hypnotized and immediately released her. Violet presented herself to the council of elders. The Overseer, the eldest of the council members, overlooked all the accusations against Violet, for her magic may have saved their race. Thediscovery of the elixir closed a dark chapter in the Highborn history, while opening another. For the Highborn had not worked for centuries, so they ordered the lesser elves to work as sap gatherers and Crypto Crystal miners. They even went as far as making them wear masks to hide their aged and wrinkled faces, and reminded them every day that there was not enough elixir for everybody. Madame Violet now knows that the sap on her planet will not suffice, but there is more on other smaller planets in the sector. It is your task to establish a mining colony on one of the planets, and produce the necessary resources to sustain the Highborn race while Madame Violet searches for a more effective elixir for her kind. 18
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Mining Camp To mine the cryptocurrencies, players should have these basic resources: a built camp, and a miner. Players can establish camps only at selected places, which contain mining spots (areas where cryptocurrencies can be mined). Camps have facilities like: Mine lvl 1, House lvl 1, Warehouse lvl 1, Governor building lvl 1. All buildings are upgradable, which allows them to increase their performance (i.e. Mine lvl. 2 allows for more cryptocurrency mining than Mine lvl 1). The general rule states that any facility cannot have any level higher than current level of Governor building (i.e. if a player has a Mine lvl 2 and a Governor building lvl 2, then he/she needs to improve the Governor building to lvl 3 until he/she can do the same with the Mine). There are two levels of building improvements, with lvl 3 being the highest level. Players can establish a new camp in a new spot if it fulfils the following conditions: the location for the new camp contains a cryptocurrency spot and the player has enough funds (Rush Coins) to establish a new camp. Players can connect a newly established camp to any other they own, by placing a communication line between the “old” and the “new” camps. Connection is permanent and gives a new camp a non-stackable bonus: it increases mining output by 1% and establishes trading routes between the two camps. Camps are invincible, but they can be disabled (e.g. by shutting down after a predator attack or a natural disaster) and will not produce (mine) any cryptocurrencies. Luckily, building engineers can easily repair such disabled camps. In each camp, there is only one mine (which can be upgraded to higher levels), so players have to explore new territories and establish new camps to gain more resources. The basic set of buildings is sufficient for players to start mining cryptocurrency and this first set is given to the player for free.
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Each facility/building has its own level of durability, which increases during a facility upgrade to the next level. Each of these buildings can be damaged (by natural disasters or a predator attack) and its production/functionality may stop. Remember that players can prevent this by using their prospector to defend their borders. Buildings can be repaired to full production with the help of workers. As workers are slow at repairing buildings, players can complete the reparation much faster with the help of the building engineer and his handy team. When the Warehouse is damaged, it loses a percentage amount of its stored cryptocurrencies, equal to its damage. If this happens, the player can always rely on his team of workers, who will help to rebuild and regain the player’s mined cryptocurrencies.



Units Every faction will have three standard units: Miners – tough guys with specialised equipment and lots of mining experience. They are short but muscled, and love to use heavy equipment to make their mines deeper and more effective. Engineers – inventors, construction masters, and advisers. They are able to make facilities faster and lead workers into the mines safely. Tall and with a good build, they always have useful devices at hand. Construction engineers have a 20% bonus speed for building constructions, and they increase the total hash power of their controlled miners.
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Prospectors – explorers and rangers, they love to travel and discover new lands. They enjoy nature, and have a deep understanding of their surrounding ecosystem. They are tall and thin, and have a 50% better sight range than others (so they can reveal more terrain than other units). With knowledge of different ecosystems, prospectors can estimate more accurately the value of each mining spot. Every faction will have their own set of different units (different in terms of having unique gameplay bonuses looks/sounds). Every faction will have their own set of different units (different in term of having unique gameplay bonuses and look/sound different from each other).



Tradable and Upgradable Content Every unit and item that a player buys or receives in missions or faction goals, comes with its unique ID card. Holders of the card have the rights to the relevant units or item and its perks. FOR EXAMPLE: a player buys a miner. He receives a unit and the relevant miner’s ID card with a unique number on it, which gives the player rights to 100 kh/s mining power in our mining farm. Cards are tradable through our in-game exchange but remember to trade at your own risk. You can also upgrade your units or items by combining cards.
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Faction Goals As stated, there are three main factions in the game. Players that belong to the same faction can obtain global challenge tasks. These tasks give benefits to all participating faction members, if the tasks are fulfilled. Progress of these faction tasks is shown to all players from the faction and any player can participate. When the task is finished, then the prize is given to all participating players. A typical global task is for instance to collect a huge amount of Ethereum, which gives a permanent 2% increase in mining output or provides players with additional RC coins. Other global tasks may be e.g. to donate 50 ETH per faction to discover advanced titan beams, which protect Warehouses even better than steel ones, etc. A detailed list of faction tasks will be formulated during the game production phase.



Singleplayer Missions To enhance gameplay, we will create some story-driven missions, which will drive gameplay and provide a narrative background to the game. Fulfilling the mission’s goal is up to player and does not interfere with the game progress in a negative way. If the player finishes the mission successfully, the player receives a mission prize. If not, it’s not a problem — the player just plays on, and will receive the next mission sooner or later. Missions are triggerd by events. For instance, the first tutorial mission (described above) is triggered during the first game run, while the mission “Danger from the ground” can be played after the first earthquake. 23



Mining Rules, Equipment and Facilities Each mine needs one worker and one mining engineer per mine level to be operational. Each level can hold one mining team, which consists of a maximum of 10 miners and one mining engineer. In the beginning, each miner is equal to 100 kh/s and the mining engineer gives a 10% bonus to the total hash power of his mining team. The mining power of miners, along with the power of engineers can be raised by completing missions, succeeding in goals or updating facilities and units. All buildings can be upgraded, starting from lvl 1 up to lvl 3, which increases the building’s abilities on level-up.



Camp Buildings



Additional Facilities 







Workers House – needed for housing workers. Workers without housing space work with half efficiency. (so i.e. hash power of miner drops from 100 kh/s to 50 kh/s)



Sawmill – produces supporting beams, which reduces buildings damage caused by natural disasters by X% 







Prospector hut – produces prospectors, which are able to reveal hidden parts of map. Higher level buildings produce prospectors faster







Hunters Lodge – produces hunters, which reduces damages done by predators by X%







Solar Power Plant – supplies mine with additional power, increasing its output by X%



Workshop – produces ‘Equipment’ (see below)



Items Governor Building basic building, produces workers



Mine allows for mining cryptocurrencies



Items have their own separate cost and ID card. They are given for a selected amount of time, or they can be permanent. Items include: Mining Drill – increases workers efficiency by X% Binoculars – allows prospectors to look farther, and reveal more territory Steel Beams – they strengthens Warehouse structure, and prevent the loss of stored cryptocurrency if Warehouse is damaged



Warehouse stores mined cryptocurrencies 24



Observation Tower allows for seeing and managing your colony better



Sniper Rifle – allows hunter to work better and decreases damage caused by a predator attack 25



Market Overview With the rapid growth of cloud mining, one can get lost in the huge variety of different cloud mining services. The same goes for pricing, which is hard to understand, and for the pay-out system, which sometimes does not bring the promised profits. Younger generations learn about the value of the blockchain and want to take part in Cryptocurrency mining. Taking this into account, the demographic that we are aiming for are men and women from the age of 14 to 40. Global Revenue $99.6 Bn



PC Games Alone $31.9 Bn $31.2 Bn



$84.05 Bn



2015



2016



2015



2016



Looking at the Newzoo quarterly update of its Global Games Market Report, HR is aiming for the rapidly developing gaming industry that made $99.6Bn in 2016, which is 8.5% more than in 2015. From the global revenue, 32% ($31.9Bn) which is 2.1% more than in 2015, was made from PC games alone. The biggest market in the gaming industry is the Asia-Pacific region, which made 47% ($46.6Bn) of its global revenue last year. Also considering the huge interest of Cryptocurrencies in Asia, we are focusing not only on the European market, but the Asian market as well, with multiple language options like Chinese, Japanese, Korean and Russian.
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There is no indication that the growth of the gaming industry is going to slow down anytime soon, because the gaming community is getting excited for new games and new content for existing ones every year. Also, the gaming community is ready for and will like to take part in the HR project. Instead of only receiving cosmetic rewards for playing the game and finishing quests, the players can earn back the money they invested in the game and even make a good profit while playing. The future of Hash Rush will be a playable and more refined version of the game on the PC, but Hash Rush will also enter the mobile game market, creating an Android and IOS platform game. These mobile games will be linked to the HR PC game through in-game content and a story mode. This decision is based on the large market of the mobile gaming industry that last year generated $38.6 billion alone, and currently grows with at least 19% and generates 42% of all global game revenue. The mobile versions will be released after the main game is developed, in order to introduce a new audience to the HR project. We believe that the people are in need of an interactive cloud mining platform, which is easy to understand and fun to use.
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Token Launch Details RC tokens will be available for purchase on pre-sale starting on August 16, 2017 and during the Token Launch from September 13, 2017 to October 13, 2017 unless a cap of 64,050,000 RC tokens sold is reached earlier.



Distribution and Rates



5 Gh/s of hash power for the first player’s mining colonies and testing is already running, and the MVP(minimum viable product) will be finished by the end of September. Regarding this, HR has not set a minimum of amount of tokens to be issued to accommodate a low capacity if required. However, the total number of tokens distributed will be capped at 70 million, from which 64,050,000 or 91.5% will be available during the pre-sale and the ICO. The remaining 5,950,000 RC or 8.5% of total coins will be distributed: during the marketing campaign, to players for completing missions and for participating in faction goals, as bonuses, and to private miners who choose the HR mining pool.



RC can be acquired with BTC, ETH or ETC by participating in the pre - ICO that will take place from August 16, 2017 12:01pm CET until September 1, 2017. People can also acquire RC by participating in the ICO, that will take place from September 13, 2017 12:01pm CET to October 13, 2017.



Marketing Campaign



1.5% In game bonuses



Transfers can be made from any BTC, ETH or ETC wallet. The minimum Token Launch entry is 0.1 ETH.



ICO and pre-ICO



91.5%



4% Miners using HR Pool



3%



The minimum entry threshold for the pre-sale is 50 ETH, 5 BTC or 1000 ETC. On December 1, 2017, RC tokens will be issued to participants’ Ethereum addresses automatically. Original payments made in BTC and ETC will be converted to ETH at the rate effective at the time when the rights to RC tokens were reserved. RC coins will be sent to the Ethereum address that will be provided in the contact form or by e-mail.
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People who participate first will receive bigger RC bonuses in the form of more tokens. RC initial rate is 1 ETH = 1000 RC and bonus rate depends on the total investment sum reached at the moment of acquisition:
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HASH RUSH Smart Contract RC is an ERC-20 standard token.The HASH RUSH Smart Contract guarantees: 0 - 5k ETH



25%



5k – 10k ETH



20%



10k – 15k ETH



15%



15k – 20k ETH



35k - 70k ETH



5% 0% 0%



25%



Note that RC coins which will not be bought during the ICO, will be frozen and only released to the developing team on December 1, 2018. This will allow the team to proceed with creating the Hash Rush game for other platforms like mobile phones. Early bird investors will have the chance to: 
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1. The number of tokens held by any user is public. 2. All information on transfers is public and can be traced back in time.



Ownership



10%



25k – 35k ETH



Transparency



try and join the game early choose a faction of players choice, without waiting in queue special in-game titles like: general, archmage, inquisitor, sage etc. These titles will be next to their username with a unique trim around it first 10 participants will have the chance to receive a rare Miner card of his chosen faction.



3. Each token belongs to one user-owner. 4. Only Ethereum users and contracts can be token holders. 5. A token can be transferred to another user only by the direct command of its owner, or by the command of the receiver directly authorized by the owner. No token transfers may be initiated by another user.



Issuing 6. Only one user, the contract owner, can issue tokens.



Contract Management 7. The contract owner can transfer the ownership to any other Ethereum user or contract. 8. The contract owner can stop or resume token transfers at any time.



More 10. Any call to the contract which results in an error, does not change the users tokens or Ether balance, except for the gas spent on the transaction. 11. The maximum allowed tokens in circulation is set at 70’000’000 RC.
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Future Prospects The future of the HR project rests in the successful ICO that will take away financial limitations that would slow down the development process.After the initial game launch, we will continue developing it further as we will start working on 3 unique factions that will be additions to the existing ones. This decision will bring new players to the game, because with such a variety of factions, there is something for almost everyone. The next step is to implement the exchange in the HR game, so that players can start buying or swapping their unique unit and item cards with other players. Another large update we will be implementing in the game is multiplayer gameplay. Players will have a chance to build a temporary colony on the Sun in order to gain more resources. We have a team of independent auditors who have been working for quite a while in the industry. They review the smart contract code line by line, checking for security or any other concerns regarding the Hash Rush smart contract.



Players will be able build their colony jointly with the rest of the faction, allowing team-based gameplay. With HR being the first of hopefully many hash-power games, the market will only get bigger and generate more interest from investors and the vastly growing gaming industry. We will not stop with the web-game, for there is much more that we want to share with the gaming and crypto mining communities. After the additional factions release, we will make a mobile game that will work on the Android and IOS platforms. With HASH RUSH MOBILE (HRM), players will be able to manage their colony while they are on the road, on their way to work or at the park. HRM will also have unique gameplay features that only smartphone players will experience. With both cryptocurrency and gaming industries rising, we believe that combining the two will make for a great project, which will be something people have never seen before. The gaming industry’s biggest market is the Asia-Pacific market and that is why there will be multiple language options so that players can feel more at home with HR.
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Project History and Timeline



Developing of the MVP (minimal viable product) version of the HR game using UNITY (July, 2017 - September, 2017).
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History



1 First ideas about interactive game backed by cryptocurrency mining called HR put on the paper. (October, 2016).



2



3 Searching for a experienced and reliable team with gaming close to their hearts. (March, 2017 - May, 2017).
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Building of the mining farm (September 26, 2016 - continuing).



Creating sounds for the HR game (July, 2017 - August, 2017). Pre-preparation of the documentation of the game (November, 2016 - March, 2017). Creative ideas about the setting. Brainstorming sessions about the storyline. Early ideas about the in-game token (RUSH COIN). Deciding on gameplay mechanics and cloud mining integration. Mockups for factions with unique features.
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Designing the concept art for Hermeian solar system and Ernacks faction (May, 2017 - July, 2017).
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Projected Token Launch Timeline



1



September 13, 2017 - October 13, 2017: ICO.



Production of the full game documentation with senior game producer and team (April, 2017 - early June, 2017).



Designing and creation of the needed 2D and 3D assets (June, 2017 - August, 2017).



August 16, 2017 - September 1, 2017: Pre-ICO.



2



3



December 1, 2017: First batch of tokens (6,250,000 RC) will be issued to participants; if the cap is reached earlier, the first batch of RC tokens may be issued ahead of the schedule to provide access to the HR game.



To ensure the advantage for the Token Launch participants, no listing will be placed on third-party exchanges until all RC tokens sold through the Token Launch are distributed. 35
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Milestones Timeline After a Successful ICO Finish the Hermeian solar system with inhabitable planets. Polish and further improve the existing Ernack faction with more buildings and gameplay mechanics. Develop the Space Pirate and Highborn factions so that they will be playable at launch. Create the random NPC trade posts in every sector. Develop the “Beware the Wild” add-on, which will introduce a different predator for every faction that will stalk your miners. Triple our Hash power to 15 GH/s. Create our own mining pool, and let others join with their hash power. (October 2017 - December 2017). On October 1st, we will be launching the MVP version of Hash Rush with one faction – Ernacks. Shen, Dragon of the Molten Core (Free DLC) Shen is a dragon that lives in the planets core. It needs the crystals to keep the planets core stable so that it does not explode. Th planet will have dense jungles trees and misty mountains. The natural disasters are earthquakes and massive storms. (March, 2018 - May, 2018)



Trading and exchanging not only with random NPC but with other players too. This could bring the game to the next level. We are introducing the exchange platform where players can swap and exchange ID cards with each other. (August, 2018) 36



Android / IOS game linked to the core game. A game where you control a warrior and players can explore the warrior’s life in a war scenario and acquire RC and crypto-currencies. (December, 2018 - March, 2019)



1



2



Triple our Hash power to 45 GH/s. (December, 2017 - February, 2018).



3



Scara and Anorach, Chosen of the God of Light (Free DLC) Egyptian style, feline and canine factions that inhabit a desert planet with its own benefits and natural disasters, like sandstorms, drought, locust swarms, quicksand and mirages. (February, 2018 - April, 2018)
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Multiplayer planet (Sun) where players can build strategically to surround their enemies and limit them from further exploration. The sun will be introduced after the first five factions are released. The multiplayer aspect should be 1, 3, 6 months long. Adding more Hash power so that more people can join in on the fun. (September, 2018 - November, 2018) The Great Hermeian war campaign. This will be a story-driven campaign with missions that will involve the Android/IOS game that will be released at the same time. In this campaign, all factions will have to work together in the war effort to prevent the Hermeian solar system to be overrun by a mysterious race of alien beings. Epic bonuses await those who will contribute the most. (April, 2019)
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William the Inquisitor (Free DLC) This will be a human race of space troopers. They need the planet’s resources to power their war machines. The planet they land on is a volcanic planet near the sun. But the lava on their planet has mixed with the crypto-currencies in the mines. Introducing 3 types of mining stations. (June, 2018 - July, 2018)
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Team Mining Farm Engineering and Maintaining Kristaps Vaivods, Maris Ziedonis and their team from ETHinvest are responsible for maintaining the mining farm at our facility in Riga, Latvia. We keep a close eye on the machinery and the produced hash power. Our main job is to extend our mining farm power and introduce new minable cryptocurrencies, which increases retail demand and game player count. In October, we will create the Hash Rush mining pool for Ethereum and later Ethereum Classic.



Kristaps Vaivods Back in 2013, I built my first Bitcoin mining rig and now I am running my own mining farm. It has been great journey being a part of the crypto community and seeing how it has grown in the past few years, but we all know that this is just the beginning. It is important to introduce this technological revolution to new people and bigger crowds. I can definitely say that Hash Rush project is aiming to do just that.



Maris Ziedonis Since I can remember, I have had a curiosity for video games and their development. To create a video game has been a dream of mine from my childhood. I am passionate about this project and treat it with the utmost respect. To share my ideas about the game, getting positive feedback from people from all over the world, and the exciting development process has been a trip of a lifetime. I am certain that with such team of compassionate and hard-working developers, Hash Rush will be a success. 38



Game Producers and Developers Rafal Nowocien from the original Witcher series is the senior game producer for Hash Rush and will be working with a team of game developers from TractorSetGO. They are handling the game development stages, from the MVP to the core game. Because of the chemistry, the professionalism and the creativity these guys have, they will keep creating future content that will be available for players free of charge.



Rafal Nowocien As a producer/games designer, I am very enthusiastic and hard-working. As I am naturally a very positive and outgoing person, I do not find it hard to inspire and encourage other team members to work to the best of their abilities. I am an experienced and creative manager with a strong game design and production management background that I developed in over 14 years in the business. I was responsible for script and level design, cutscenes directions and dialogues design for the highly awarded AAA title “The Witcher”. I’ve worked very closely with game designers and motions artists to prepare the most realistic cutscenes.
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Adrian Bugnar I consider myself a generalist Visual artist. Over the years, I dabbled in large variety of expression mediums. Some of these that I use professionally are game design, video production, animation, Vido FX and CGI while keeping music, drawing and photography on the non commercial side. Some of my personal attributes are sincerity, directness and perseverance.



Horea Trinca I am and have been for a long time passionate about games and other types of interactive media. To this end, I trained myself as a programmer and CG artist and co-founded two companies. I love working with people who share the same passion. I value quality over quantity in everything I do, which I don’t necessarily consider a virtue.



Cristea Christian My interest in computer programming appeared at around an early age, while spending most of my free time in front of the computer playing with simple hello worlds and geometric figures plotting bits of code. Later, I became interested in game programming and also dived deeper into the world of programming building a rudimentary OS and a compiler. 40



Razvan Suciu I am a person with many characteristics. I am hardworking, dedicated, confident and perseverent. I am self motivated, communicate well and feel happy working in a group. Also, I feel that I am a very imaginative person and I always feel like sharing my ideas.



Radu Corbu I am a game developer who has a keen interest in designing and implementing challenging yet engaging gameplay elements, whilst paying close attention to detail. As the old saying goes, the devil is in the details.
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Art and Frontend Development BC studio and their team, led by concept artist Dendy Dhamier and the front end developer Kaan Dagkilic, will mainly deal with the webpage, marketing and art content. The HR designers and developers will closely work together to keep up a steady supply of ideas and content for the Hash Rush project.



Kaan Dagkilic I’m a Graphic & Web Designer. I believe that gaming is universal and Hash Rush is an amazing example of it. Great minds from all over the world, gathered around HashRush’s innovative concept and formed a skilled, ambitious team. I’m glad to be a part of this unique squad.



Dendy Dhamier I’m a full-time freelance concept artist/illustrator from Indonesia who’s experienced in doing game and film projects. I previously work as a lead concept artist and graduated from FZD School of Design.
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The Smart Contract Developer Jefferson Davis, or as we like to call him: ‘Jeff’, and the BC studio team will deal with everything that is related to the development of the smart contract. This includes the pre-ICO and ICO smart contracts, as well as the more advanced Hash Rush pay-out system. Everything regarding the Hash Rush project is handled with care and this is no exception. We attract independent industry professionals from outside the HR project team to audit our smart contracts and its back-end mechanics.



Jefferson Davis I am an accomplished project manager and automation specialist. I have worked as a field technician, process design and commissioning specialist, and technical manager. I’ve been responsible for the development and maintenance of critical-operations technology. I have worked with such industry projects as SALSA (the Smart Application for Logistics, Supply, and Aid) and AgroShelter in Nepal, which issues tokens that also grant membership in a DAO. Now I work as a freelancer consultant and developer for distributed applications and smart contracts in the private and NGO sectors worldwide.
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